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We are pleased to announce that EP-TeQ has signed a contract with Kozio for the sales and dis-
tribution of their software products in the Nordic, Baltic & Benelux area. 
 
Kozio provides a software solution for DDR tuning and comprehensive verification, fast Flash 
programming and automated functional circuit board test. It includes embedded firmware, inter-
active user applications and an API for test automation. The firmware runs on the target board 
without modification and only requires a working processor and JTAG or Serial. The applications 
provide easy setup and configuration of tests and programming sequences. Their functional tests 
and programming algorithms run at full processor speeds. 
 

"EP-TeQ is a respected company with a long history of delivering solutions to Nordic and Baltic 

countries and is ideally suited to bring Kozio's benefits to a broad range of innovative custom-

ers," says Joe Skazinski, Kozio's CTO. "With deep technical expertise and outstanding customer 

service, we are happy to be working with EP-TeQ, and we are confident that they will improve 

our service to an expanded customer base." 

 

“We have already for several years found the technology and products from Kozio very exciting, 
and their latest developments made the decision easy for us”, says Director at EP-TeQ, Lars 
Kongsted-Jensen, “The wider support is a better match for the challenges seen at customers in 
our area. New high-speed technologies in customer products have a clear need for especially the 

auto-calibration of DDR parameters and the semi-automated detection and functional testing of 

the connected resources to enable big savings in terms of less trouble, time and cost. The very 

fast Flash programming technique makes the solution even more beneficial”. 
 
More about Kozio 

Kozio is an American software technology company established in 2003. It works closely with 
silicon manufacturers, JTAG programmer providers and Boundary Scan providers, e.g. Texas, 
Instrument, Xilinx and GÖPEL electronic. Kozio serves the needs of thousands of engineers work-
ing for hundreds of companies, with a customer list that includes ASSA ABLOY, Ciena, Cisco, GE, 
Harris, Honeywell, NASA and Xerox, among others. 
 
About EP-TeQ 
EP-TeQ A/S has a unique combination of know-how, tools and machines for all electronics pro-
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cesses - Design, Production and Quality Assurance, enabling us to assist you throughout your 
investment process: Before -  by working with you on the requirement specification and configu-
ration. During - by helping you select the required tools/machines and training. After - by provid-
ing you with service and support in order to ensure optimum quality and reliability of your pro-
duction. 
 
For further information, please contact Lars Kongsted-Jensen on +4520983730. See also 
www.ep-teq.com under Kozio. 

http://www.ep-teq.com/
https://www.ep-teq.com/products/tools-for-design-verification/ddr-tuning-fast-flash-programming-automated-functional-test.aspx

